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    SRI LANKA INSTITUTE OF TEXTILE AND APPAREL (SLITA) 

ACADEMIC ETHICS AND INTEGRITY 

 

As responsible academics you are always required to adhere to academic ethics and integrity.Ethics and  

Integrity may include but not limited to, 

1. ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 

You have respect honesty, trust, fairness, respect and responsibility as core academic integrity factors at 

SLITA. 

PLAGIARISM OF ACADEMIC CONTENTS 

You are representing SLITA and requested to keep all good academic practices in your materials such as 

plagiarism free contents, appropriate use of language and images,use of reference system in materials 

in use. 

ACADEMIC STUDENT RELATIONSHIP 

You are requested to maintain a friendly but a decent professional relationship with students at all 

times.You should not support them to their academic studies beyond the boundaries of standard 

guidance principles. 

FALSIFICATION OF DATA AND ASSESSMENT 

You are requested to be honest when presenting data and maintain fair assessment standards to all 

students equally when assessing them,there must be no favoritisms bared on any means (Gender, Race, 

Appearance etc.)     

2. ACADEMIC ETHICS 

IMPROPER USE OF DATA FORM STUDENT STUDIES OR INSTITUTIONAL STATISTICS. 

You are requested not to use any student assignment or institutional data for unauthorized studies or 

publications. You are requested to formally get approval from Board of Governors of SLITA in such 

requirement and a formal consent from the student upon SLITA approval. 

REPRESENTATION OF YOUR DESIGNATION 

While you are employed at SLITA you are allowed to update your social status with current accurate 

designation,However, when representing public speech,making and online commitment or publication, 

your opinion is not SLITA’S opinion.Therefore should you need to speak on behalf of SLITA in Public,you 

must seek consent form your immediate supervisor prior to such event. 

FALSIFICATION OR UNAUTHORIZED MODIFICATION OF AN ACADEMIC RECORD 

It is illegal and a serious offence to change or modify academic records. 


